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1. What type of angles ls Zx

2. Find the value of lx in the
following diagram.

Find the measure of ZDCF in the
following diagram.

7. Find the value of x in the diagram on the
right,

4.
[;imd t]rr lualmrl *f .r in th* dial4ranr [-r*l*w
wlrom dffef is a rectanghr"

E

5.

Find lhr, v*rlut, rlf I' irr tlx: diagrafil hr.lrr\ry

r+htrr t}[ ix paralltl tu {if and fif} is
parallcl tn [F.

F

I.inrl thr valu* r,.rf v in ilt* eiiagr'arn trt,hrrr,
whr:nr dS and SC ar* rqual in lrngth"

3.
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6.
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Triangles

Give the geometric statements to justify your answer in the questions below.

5.

1.. Where AB and BC are equal in length and
CFED is a parallelogram

I;irrtX th* valu 'of r in_ thr diagranr lx,l*rv
rvhr:ru MI]f; is arl i,s*$rr"Iers triarrglo;tnri
IL}[C is an cquilrrtr:rrl trtarrgtru.

3

[:inr-l Ilrt, nrissing;lnglt., r in th*r r.lingrunl
lx.lllw rcilmlrr. lincs l" ruld &{ *rt, par;rllt'l.

l;irrrl thr r"ni.rsi*rg ;lng,k,.r itr th* ctiagrarrr
[-rtiXlrtr,-

2

Finr{ lhs milr.*in6 ilngk r in th* rJiagrarx
h*lnw where linrrs I" a*d fr{ arc par:rlkl"

4.

[''ind tlr* nri*sin6 iuglt'r in thr. diagrilrn
hsl*w whtu+ lins,q l, nrrd M *n, p;lralkrl.

Find th* rrrl*ising ang,llr r ilt lh* rlialirunr
hu"loh" whsrt' lin+rs L arrll M unr pamlle'l
;rnd linru fi onrl 5 are parallt l.

6.



Angles and Congruent & Similar Figures

1. Which of the four pairs of triangles below consists of two triangles that are definitely congruent?
What geometric statement can be used to justify your answer.

A) .i
4Cm

wAI.
V/BL

The designer for a shipping company has to reproduce
models of sails similar to the one on the right.

According to the given information,
which one is similar to the original model?
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Angles and Congruent & Similar Figures

Find the missing measures

1,. Right triangles ABC and DEF are isometric (congruent).

* aC: 40 cm

- pf:20 cm

rnPa:l4cm

What is the length of AD- to the nearest tenth?

2. The cables of a chair lift need to be replaced.
The contractor submitted the following
drawing with his plans. Find the distance
between points A and B on the chair lift.

3. To find the length d of the roof of a wa rehouse that is to be repaired, John uses the measurements
illustrated in the diagram below. Find the length d.

8nr C E

tn4. ln the following diagram, triangles ABC and

metres. What is the measure of segment EC,

ADE are similar. The measurements are given

rounded to the nearest hundredth of a metre?
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2.

J.

1. In the figure, ABCD is a trapezoid and BCDE is a parallelogram.
What are the measures of angles I to 6?

In a triangle, the bisector of an angle divides the side opposite the
angle into two congruent segments. Show that this conjecture is false
using a counterexample.

How far apart are
points A and, E? A

25#fl

a p

43 kE!

E

What is the length of the hypotenuse of
triangle ABA

ACarrd E$are the dlag'snals of
parallelogram dES0" Prow thaf

a] &.A90=Agd0
b, A A€A*& CgP

c,l A EEC* e AED A

6. Give the minimum conditions that prove that he triangles are similar and calculate the missing
measures.

a) mAB "{ &J mGH

Given that ABCD is a trapezoid, prove
that tABE -aCDE .

5.

E

7.
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8. The sail on a sailboard is in the shape of a right triangle. The wishbone ( CD ) is
2.12 m long and is attached perpendicularly to the mast, 1.5 m fromits base. What
is the Iength of the mast?

9. Triangles ABC and BCD are isosceles. Prove that aABC -*BCD.

10. Justify the steps proving the following properqn
"The mid-points of any quadrilateral's sides are the vertices of a
paralldogram".

Hypothesis: M is the mid-point of :!B and N is the mid-point of BC-.
P is the mid-point of CD and Q is the mid-point ofAD.P is the mid-point of CD

5" QP//AC

o



Metric Relations

ABC is a right triangle in which segment AD measures 10 cm and

segment DC,25 cm. What is the measure of segment AB?

A land surveyor wants to know the length of the bridge that is

to be built across a river. The measures are shown in the

diagram. What is the length BD of the bridge?

The mast of a sail is secured with two guy wires as shown in the

adjacent figure. The angle formed at the point where the 2 guy wires

are attached to the top of the mast is 90'. The 1" guy wire is attached

to the deck 26 m from the foot of the mast. The 2"d guy wire is

attached l9 m from the foot of the mast at the opposite end of the deck.

During a stprm, the 1" guy wire broke.

What length of cable is needed to replace it?

In the figure to the right, triangle ABC is right-angled at C and CE it "
altitude.

-AB:15cmandmAC:12cm.
*n:, is the length of the altitude CE?

Right triangle ABC represents the framework of the roof of a sugar

shack.

What are the lengths of the sides AB and BC?

Given triangle ABC, right angled at A, with an altitude drawn to the

hlpotenuse. Determine the value of x.

['t guy wirc 2"d guy wire

Bp- 26mll* l9m€l A
D

t*6 mlt<F_ t2 m __---Jl
D

l0cm p
B

25 cm

7

27cm+
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Given the adjacent triangle BAC. Determine the value of x.

Given triangle ABC with a right angle at A. AD is drawn
perpendicular to BC at D and DE is drawn perpendicular to

AC at E. The height AD measures 12 cm, hypotenuse BC
measures 25 cm and side AC measures 20 cm.

Find the measure of DE.

Guy wires AB and BC, measuring 13 m and 9 m respectively, anchor the

base of a flagpole to the ground. The angle formed by the guy wires is 90o.

What is the total height of the flagpole if the portion above the wires is
2.5m?
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